Introduction
A single-electron inverter, 1) based on the Coulomb blockade effect, is a basic device for single-electron logic, which would be one possible application of single electronics, 2) and could have advantages such as low power consumption and possible scale-down to an atomic scale. 3) To date, the singleelectron inverter has been fabricated with metallic dots, 4) Si dots 5) and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). 6) An important requirement for the device is to make the dot size as small as possible to reduce the charging energy for a single electron (E C ¼ e 2 =C AE , where C AE is the self-capacitance of the dot), which results in a higher temperature operation. Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with a diameter of a few nanometers are a natural choice for building blocks of single-electron devices. 7) The offset charge, which is always a concern for single-electron devices, might not be a serious concern for nanotube based devices, if nanotubes without any imperfections could be grown, and they could be suspended and separated from the substrate. In a previous paper, we reported on the fabrication of the single-electron inverter in an individual MWNT by applying local Ar beam irradiation for tunnel barrier formation. 8) In the MWNT, the contact resistance between the metal and the MWNT is relatively low, so that the metal-MWNT junction shows Ohmic behavior even at low temperatures. Another advantage from the device process point of view might be that it is easy to find an individual MWNT using scanning electron microscope (SEM). On the other hand, the tunnel barrier needs to be formed artificially for the fabrication of a single-electron transistor (SET) and the charging energy cannot be smaller than its value in the SWNT. We have shown in the previous paper that the tunnel barrier could be fabricated to some extent in a controlled way, 8) however, the unsatisfactory voltage swing of the inverter was attributed to the nonideal performance of each SET included in the inverter.
In this study, we take advantage of the easy formation of the tunnel barrier in the SWNT, simply by depositing metallic contacts on top of them, 9) to fabricate a singleelectron inverter. The two different SWNTs used for each SET had different transport properties, with respect to the carrier type; however, the inverter-like performance was obtained at 1.5 K with a full voltage swing and a voltage gain that was slightly smaller than one ($0:6). Although inverter performance was obtained with two SETs with different transport characteristics, it may not necessarily mean that the two SETs which compose the inverter does not need to be exactly identical. 
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New Advances in Carbon Nanotube: From New Growth Processes to Nanodevices position of each SET was shifted by applying voltage to the side gates (V 1 and V 2 ), fabricated at a position close to each SET on the substrate. For this device, each SET was fabricated in two different SWNTs that were separated by at a distance of more than 10 mm [ Fig. 1(b) ], to reduce a cross capacitance, such as the one between V 1 and SET2. A heavily doped substrate was used for the common input gate. Figure 2 shows Coulomb blockade characteristics of each SET, the Coulomb oscillations as a function of back-gate voltage with various side-gate voltages. For the measurements, each SET was independently investigated, where the circuit for one SET was open while the other SET was investigated. Almost periodic oscillations are observed for both devices, and the peaks shift almost linearly as the sidegate voltage is applied. We should admit that SET1 happened to be fabricated in a bundle of semiconducting and metallic SWNTs, while SET2 happened to be fabricated in an individual semiconducting SWNT. For SET1, the metallic tube is likely to be dominant, with electrons as carriers, while holes are the dominant carriers for SET2. At the moment, we cannot distinguish, in our device fabrication process, whether SWNTs used are semiconducting or metallic as well as if they are bundled or individual before the measurement. The effect of this nonuniformity between the two SETs is discussed later. The typical parameters of each SET are obtained from Fig. 2 and the data of the Coulomb diamonds (not shown here) and are estimated roughly as follows: E C $ 15 meV, C AE $ 10 aF and C g $ 6 aF for SET1, and E C $ 12 meV, C AE $ 13 aF and C g $ 5 aF for SET2. ÁV p =ÁV i (i ¼ 1 or 2), which indicates the amount of the peak shift due to the side-gate voltage and is a measure of the effectiveness of the side gate, is À0:016 for SET1 and À0:007 for SET2. Despite the difference in the two SETs in terms of carrier and conduction type, both SETs appear to be similar in terms of the general features of the Coulomb oscillations and the parameters associated with the dots.
The single-electron inverter is composed of two independent SETs connected in series without any quantum mechanical (tunneling) or classical (capacitive) coupling between the dots. To check this, we measured a charge stability diagram for this sample as a two series-dot system, and the result is shown in Fig. 3 , where current is plotted in gray scale as a function of the two side-gate voltages (V 1 and V 2 ) for the fixed V DD ¼ 0:5 mV. The charge stability diagram in Fig. 3(a) shows a gridlike black pattern where current flows. In the white region, current is suppressed due to the Coulomb blockade effect. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the corresponding Coulomb oscillations as a function of the side-gate voltage (V 1 or V 2 ) when the other gate voltage is set at an appropriate value. The rectangular gridlike pattern in Fig. 3(a) indicates that the cross-capacitance can also be ignored. Another important fact is that the black area, where current flows, does not appear to show any clear splitting, indicating the absence of capacitive or tunneling coupling between the two dots. These results demonstrate that the two SETs are independent. This, of course, is reasonable for the SETs that are connected with macroscopic metallic leads and are separated by more than 10 mm. The absence of the cross-capacitances makes it possible for the independent peak shift to realize the inverter condition. The side-gate capacitance of SET1 and SET2 is 0.08 aF and 0.02 aF, respectively.
Performance of Single-Electron Inverter and Discussion
Having investigated the Coulomb blockade characteristics SELECTED TOPICS in APPLIED PHYSICS I Fig. 4(d) ]. For this device, the inverter-like characteristics were observed up to $10 K, where the Coulomb blockade effect began to fade. The operating temperature for our device is not limited by the charging energy, but it seems to be limited by the tunnel barrier height, the details of which will be reported elsewhere.
10)
The voltage swing is sufficiently large, but the voltage gain that is a maximum slope of the transfer curve is $0:6, less than one. The large voltage swing is attributed to good on-off characteristics of each SET, as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The small inverter gain is related to the gain of each SET itself.
11) It is roughly $1:0 for SET1 and $0:7 for SET2, which are estimated from Coulomb diamond measurements of each SET. It should be noted that the Coulomb diamond shape varied to some extent as the number of electrons was changed, so that it was not possible to obtain an exact gain value of each SET. To increase the gain, the gate capacitance has to be increased. In this device, a heavily doped silicon substrate with a thermally oxidized insulating layer of $100 nm was used for the input gate. To use the substrate as an input gate is not appropriate for the integration of many SET devices, and an improved device process that makes the integration possible needs to be developed. Planar device structures, used in standard semiconductor devices, may be useful also for nanotube devices, and by reducing the thickness of the insulating layer, the gain could be improved as a result of the increase in gatecapacitance. In this case, top gate structures might be used.
In this device, each SET was not identically fabricated, in that the two SETs were made of different types of nanotube, namely bundle or individual, and were either metallic or semiconducting. The carrier types were different in the two SETs, and the Coulomb peaks in both SETs were not completely periodic. The latter observation may indicate that the SETs were made of multidots with a possible dominant dot, and hence the Coulomb blockade effects there might be stochastic to some extent. However, the difference in the two SETs and the nonideal characteristics of each SET may not necessarily hinder the inverter operation, as long as the following requirements are met, since the inverter makes use of only one Coulomb peak among the many peaks. This suggestion could be applicable for any SET inverter devices made of different materials. Despite the experimental conditions used, the inverter-like performance was observed in this device. If the operating principle of the singleelectron inverter is understood with a simple ''on-off''-type argument of each SET switch as has been mentioned, inverter performance may be obtained regardless of the quality of the inverter when the following requirements are met. First, Coulomb peaks have to be similar for both SETs in terms of gate capacitance and conversion factor, and second, sufficiently large I-V curve differences are necessary between the on and off states for both SETs. In this regard, the present two SETs meet the requirements, as indicated in Figs. 4(a) , 4(c) and 4(d). More detailed investigation is necessary for the best performance of the inverter. For example, the high-frequency characteristics may be affected by the nature of each SET, and SETs made of multidots do not appear to be appropriate, since many capacitive couplings exist, which reduce the speed of the device. As for the carrier type differences in each SET, the Coulomb blockade characteristics of an ambipolar SET have recently been reported. 12) It seems that the characteristics appear to be symmetric between electrons and holes, which might be reasonable from the simple symmetric band structures of carbon nanotubes. This fact may become an advantage, in that the carrier type difference should not be a problem for inverter performance. However, a SET inverter with identical characteristics may be required for more reliable operation in integrated circuits with many SET inverters.
The problem of fabricating a single-electron inverter in carbon nanotubes may be that the height of the Coulomb peaks varies so much in a specific SET, that the peaks with a similar height need to be selected and shifted to use as a switch for any combination of two SETs. This fact may not be a good feature for future integration of many inverter circuits. Each inverter has to be tuned differently by the side gate. The large variation of peak height is frequently observed in semiconductor SETs 13) in which the quantum confinement in the dot becomes important, and it may be attributed to the variation in the coupling between the each quantum level in the dot and the electrodes. This fact seems to be essential for any SET with important quantum states in the dot. In fact, the metallic SET usually shows uniform 
